
re-configuration of NCP car park to art center
sectional perspective- looking south
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TEMPLE



A SHED

brief
a place of shelter, rest, retreat, or refuge? a place of shelter, rest, retreat, 

or refuge?



Where would you rather be, right now?
What is your image of that far away destination?

Kure mountains/Kastamonu/Turkey
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task 2
starting point - home
departure point - St. Bartholomew’s Church
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beach huts in Brighton
exploring compositions of materials and understanding of basics of hut

exploded upward projection
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magic carpet-pattern
number 77

color: blood red
beach hut : green



magic carpet-pattern
maybe a floor ?

tiles?
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Sussex Ouse valley way 

Hamsey / Lewes
50°53'21.9"N 0°00'02.0"W

Old Hamsey Church

River Ouse

0° Prime Meridian

Train Line

Old Train line



journey on the site 
walking along the Ouse Valley Way

20102020

me as a 'traveller'



activities on site
Hamsey / Lewes

50°53'21.9"N 0°00'02.0"W

photography

canoeing

riding horse

hiking

painting

running

dog-walking

relaxing
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site visit
Hamsey / Lewes

50°53'21.9"N 0°00'02.0"W
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oak
Oak is common material in 
lewes/hamsey , I am pla-
ning to use it as my main 

material 

20102020

hamsey church hamsey



texture study of oak



tide levels of river Ouse

high tide

low tide
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flood in lewes 2000 october

future tide levels

future tide

high tide

lowtide



small temples
place for relax, protect from rain, wind,sun

just a space,for stopping for a bit and enjoy the 
nature

place for : rest, admire nature
for who: hikers, painters, dog walkers..

focus on: roof structure 
materials: oak and reed



I am interested in this 
part of the site where 
three river meets. 

There are some changes currently un-
derway in the site area. One of them, 
native trees will be planted along 
the edge of the river. However, this 
arrangement only covers part of the 
site area (as it appears on the map) 
my plan is to plant the entire site 
area along the river.

vegetation proposal



20102020

observations and model
Hamsey / Lewes

I found this roof structure very interesting in  site visit and I wanted to do further research,making model 
enabled me to understand how it was done and how I can developed other possibilities correctly.
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turning my observations into rhino6
increasing height , decreasing width



duplicate







elevation

section

plan

top view
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elevation

section

plan

top view



looking upwards axonometric
modeled with rhino 6
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floor and bridge structure
due to the level diffrences of tide and conserdiration of future tide ı decided 

to keep the floor above the ground.



high tide

low tide



looking at hamsey structures



kastamonu/turkey

timber structure



timber structure

austria/hallstat
switzerland



exploring posibilities
all the posible roof structure that can be used in 

design



exploring posibilitiesyapt’-
’’m tüm modellerin üsten gö-
rünüm



posiible roof structure typology 
sections and upviews

experimenting different length, height, width 



design sketches on site pictures



mist and two lovers
testing random design ideas



modern and vernacular
Since these two designs are more interesting to me than other options, I decided to 

improve them seperatly.



proposal A



height between ground and roof



roof structure options
diffrent structural options due to variety of  pillar and rafter order.









pillars and patterns



rafters

pillars



posible materials:
horsham stone
clay tiles
slate
timber tiles

further study on typology of 
tiles
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letting light through the temple



proposal B



roof structure

floor

roof material



Thatched roof 

Wadden Sea Centre 
by Dorte Mandrup



exploring design possibilities
parametric brick design made by rhino, initial idea was using chalk as brick 

material, where people can sit and rest, but  chalk is pretty dusty material, 
whoever sits on it, visitor's clothes will become white. There fore I gave up on 

this idea..
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thatched roof

expanding dry space 

undirect sunlight
natural light

how to have it?
small particles
fog,mist
steam
dust
smoke
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animals, light, wind, water 
combining natural aspects with temple



25003000 2200

scale 



south elevation

section

plan

3500mm2800mm4200mm

diffrent width and height 
possibilities 



section and plan
1:50
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b-b'section
1.25





now and future 
aging process; in the begining temple is in warm 
colors, in the future it becomes gray, gets old.

reeds turn into roof and grows back again 



an old temple and re-constructed 
bridge 







05.00 08.00 12.00 16.00 20.00

shadows in different time periods



08.00 15.00 20.00

Light 
The combination of temple and light, the atmosphere it creates



maybe just one hut, 
multiple decks

creating new path for 
Old Hamsey Church

private island 

route study 
connecting temple path to Old Hamsey Church 
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next term 
through this design process I was really interested in how the things are made.For next 

term I am planing to continue on my roof structure in bigger scale where people can learn 
traditional ways of construction, A school. I want to  mix two temple proposal together, 

vernacular  and modern.




